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The ACRS Subcommittee on the Program for Qualification of Safety-
Related Equipment met on liay 5,1982, at 1717 H Street, N.W. , Washington, D.C.
The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the final version of the proposed Rule
10 CFR 50.49, " Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electric Equipment
for Nuclear Power Plants." A copy c,f the notice for this meeting is included as

Attachment A. A list of attendees is included as Attachment B. The schedule

for this meeting is included as Attachment C, and the handouts for this meeting
are included in the ACRS Files. Selected portions of the handouts are included

~

as Atta-hment D. The meeting was begun at 8:30 a.m., with a short executive
session in wh2h Mr. Ray, the Subcommittee Chairman, summarized the objectives

of the meeting. The meeting was adjourned on May 5,1982 at 5:00 p.m. All

portions of this discussion were held in open' session.

The ACRS members present were J. J. Ray (Chairman), J. Ebersole, and M. Bender.

ACRS consultants present were P. Davis and W. Lipinski. The principal NRC
Staff present were S. Aggarwal, W. Johnston, R. Mattson, and D. Sullivan.
Members of Industry who expressed their views were W. Steigelmann of Synergic

Resources Corporation, P. Holzman representing the Utility Group on Equipment

Qualification, N. Shirley of General Electric, A. Roby of the Atomic Industrial
Forum, and R. Reeves of the Tennessee Valley Authority. The NRC Designated

Federal Employee was Dr. R. Savio, ACRS. Other members of the ACRS Staff

included A. Cappucci.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

Mr. Jeremiah Ray, Subcommittee Chairman, introduced the members of the Sub-
committee and stated the purpose of the meeting. He pointed out that the
meeting was being conducted in accordance with the, provisions of the Federal
Advisory Committee Act and the Government in the Sunshine Act.

Mr. Ray recognized the hand delivery of written comments on the Rule from

Ebasco Services and entered them into the record.
.
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INTRODUCTORYSTATEMENT(CONT'D),

The Subcommittee Chairman also made it clear to the NRC Staff that he expected '

them to address the ACRS concerns expressed at the July 22,1981 Electrical
Systems 56'bcommittee meeting and the subsequent full Committee meeting in

August 1981. At that time he introduced Mr. Satish Aggarwal of the Office
of Nuclear Regulatory Research.

BACKGROUND FOR FINAL RULE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Aggarwal stated that the proposed Rule presented to the Electrical
Systems Subcommittee contained seismic and dynamic qualification. It also

included all equipment important to safety. Upon presentation to the full
Committee in August 1981, the Staff redefined the scope of the Rule, limit-
ing application to essentially Class lE equipment. Mr. Aggarwal ex-i

plained why the NRC Staff deleted seismic and dynamic qualification from
the final Rule. He stated that value impact had not been developed for
seismic and dynamic qualification. This issue would be addressed through
an advanced notice of rulemaking which would allow the NRC Staff to de-

velop a good value impact statement. This alternative plus others were
presented to the Commissioners in November 1981 which included all equip-i

I ment qualification for NTOLs, equipment qualification for all plants, in-
cluding operating plants, and the submission of a qualification schedule.

'

Mr. Aggarwal stated that he believed that the NRC Staff would not require
|

| single prototype sequence testing (seismic and environmental) in the
j future, demonstrate only that the electrical equipment can withstand

seismic qualification requirements. Mr. Ebersole suggested multiple

j prototypes with individual mechanical tests (seismic and environmental)_
after aging. Mr. Bender expressed concern that this might be left to
interpretation by the' licensee. For example, some licencees could age
their equipment and then perform tests, while others might perform
analysis because of the event not being reproducible by sequential

' testing. Mr. Aggarwal explained that there were four acceptable quali-
; fication methods involving this and would go through them later in the

prescntation.,

i
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hr. Ray expressed concern that the industry is still vulnerable to an ex-
pensive replacement program by issuing two rules (seismic and environmental).

'

Mr. Aggar'wal indicated that the seismic and dynamic qualification rule
under development would be of a confirmatory nature. It would not require
any more than what is required by the present regulations.

Mr. Bender questioned the NRC Staff as to the number of plants which could
be affected by this rule considering the extent of "grandfathering" involved.
They indicated that operating plants whose equipment qualification proaram has

started 90 days after the issuance of the Rule would not be required to re-
qualify their equipment. Qualification by analysis would be acceptable on
these plants, but would not be acceptable in the future.

R. Mattson presented a rationale for eliminating equipment qJalification
of cold shutdown equipment from the Rule as was required by the Commissioners.

He indicated that equipment qualification should not drive decay heat removal
rel ia bil ity. He said that qualification of this equipment would be part of
the Staff's evaluations for overall decay heat removal availability.

As part of his presentation (see Attschment D1), Dr. Mattson identified to
the Subcommittee the Staff's planned actions for cold shutdown equipment,
including: (1) implementation of RSB 5-1, (2) maintaining Regulatory
Guide 1.139, (3) deletion of qualification requirements from the Rule, and
(4) resolution of TAP A-45. He indicated that it was important to under-
stand where you started from to get to cold shutdown, what equipment
was required and the environment it would see. For example, from normal

| operation, the equipment would not see a harsh environment. Therefore,
no need to qualify it. He stated that the only circumstance where equip-

| ment would be qualified were design basis accidents and under these condi-
tions the cold shutdown equipment would receive qualification under the

I present Rule.

Mr. 11 ender questioned Dr. Mattson on one slide (see Attachment D2) which

stated that safety grade = safety related. He verified that the interpreta-
tion referred to a functional purpose and not necessarily to any attribute
of the equipment. Mr. Bender indicated that this could also lead one to

1
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the conciu'ston that safety grade could be acquired without environmental '

qualification. Dr. Mattson agreed.

A discussion ensued between the NRC Staff and the Subcommittee concerning
what equipment is used for nortnal and abnormal shutdown, the NRC Staff
pointing out that it is not all safety grade. They further discussed the
controversy surrounding cold shutdown vs. hot shutdown. Dr. Mattson indi-

>

cated that industry felt that hot shutdown was a safer condition. Dr. Mattson
disagreed. He indicated that it depended on the accident involved. He
also indicated that a plant could not stay at hot standby with very many
failures for very long.

Mr. Ebersole questioned the NRC Staff concerning the qualification of
post-fire shutdown equipment. Most of this equipment is in a " mild en-
vironment" and qualified for such, while isolation is provided by dampers
with melt out links which actuate at temperatures in excess of equipment

! overload . This could cause hot gases to enter the room and shut down the
backup board. The NRC Staff indicated they would look into this problem
and report back to the Subcommittee at a later date.

Mr. Ray asked Dr. Mattson if he agreed with Mr. Aggarwal's request that the Sub-

| committee try to persuade the full Committee to take a position on the deletion of
the cold shutdown requirement. Dr. Mattson replied that it would be' good for the
full Committee to do this in its comments on the Rule. *

OUTLINE OF THE SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL ISSUES

Satish Aggarwal outlined the principal technical issues identified in the
public comments (see Attachment D3) and proceeded through a paragraph-by-

paragraph analysis of,public comments and changes to the Rule.

DETAILED PARAGRAPH-BY-PARAGRAPH DISCUSSION OF THE RULE

Mr. Aggarwal indicated that seismic and dynamic qualification requirements
were not included in paragraph (a) of the Rule. He stated that these re-
quirements would be addressed by future rulemaking. He also indicatedi

that sequence testing (seismic and environmental) would not be required
for operating plants, only for NTOLs and newer plants. Mr. Bender cautioned
the NRC Staff to ascertain whether seismic effects may contribute to the
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equipment. inability to survive. Mr. Aggarwal maintained that the NRC Staff
.could look at this issue at any time.

Mr. Aggarwal stated that the new rule would not require ripping out equip-
ment if two prototypes, one for seismic and one for environmental, were
used. Mr. Bender questioned whether this was obvious to industry because
of separating the seismic from environmental qualification. The NRC Staff
stated that Industry felt the Staff had taken a practical view and were
responsive.

Mr. Ray indicated the Rule was responsive to Industry and that " grand-
fathering" older plants that.have already started testing was practical.
He suggested that the NRC Staff take the same approach with development
of the Seismic Rule. The NRC Staff also stated that plants which have
qualified their equipment to IE Bulletin 79-01B or NUREG-0588 prior to
90 days after the effective date of the Rule would not require requalifi-
cation.

The NRC Staff next discussed the issue of mild environment qualification

as it relates to the Rule. The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research sug-
gested that discussions of mild envirorment be placed in Regulatory
Guide 1.89, while NRR, because of industry comments, suggested that mild
environment be discussed in the Rule. Considerable discussion ensued as to what .

constitutes a mild environment, the Staff indicating any environment other than
the accident environment. They also pointed out that this qualification would
be handled through the purchase specifications. Mr. Bender pointed out that equip-

| ment sees a mild environment all the time. Also, that a mild environment
; is a routine environment and that the equipment will qualify itself while
l installedi Mr. Ebers51e expressed concerns about abnormal operating

occurrences which are not covered by the Rule. These included high-low
l pressure pipe breaks, operation of fire-fighting equipment, fires, etc.

,

How wouid equipment qualify to survive in these environments? The NRC Staff

pointed out that pipe breaks were a design basis event and were covered,
but fire-induced environments were out of the scope of the Rule. The
Staff suggested they remove references to mild environments from the Rule

dnd insert into Regulatory Guide 1.89.

w-. -, , ,- - . . _ . - ,
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Mr. Ebersole pointed out that limiting harsh environments to design basis
events is rather narrow. He indicated that thers were other industrial
type accidents for which equipment should be qualified for, such as

.

steaming, flooding, spraying from fire action, numerous events which are~
not anticipated operational occurrences or design basis events. The hRC
Staff stated that these conditions were not included in the Rule.

The NRC Staff discussed misinterpretation by industry of references to dose rates
in the Rule. Industry indicated in its comments that the NRC Staff could require
running radiation dose rate tests for 40 years to eliminate dose rate effects.
The NRC Staff's intent was to allow accelerated radiation aging but to consider
dose rate effects. This issue would be discussed in Regulatcry Guide 1.89.

The Staff position on accepting onalysis for equipment qucli[ication
'

.

includes justifying this analysis wi,th partial test type' data. The Staff
does not intend to accept analysis alone.

The NRC Staff pointed out that the pro.visforv in the~ proposed Rule requiring
plants to justify continued operation pending meeting qualification require-
ments was deleted. They explained that at the time the proposed Rule was
written, all plants had nct met this requirement (justification of continued
operation). However', since that time, this work has been completed.

RESOLUTION OF ACRS_ COMMENTS -

Mr. Aggarwal discussed the need for a' value impact evaluation. He submitted
the NRC Staff's value impact state $ent for the final Rule to the Subcom-
mittee. He stated that the NRC Staff's position has not changed. Studies

; for value impact were not required because the final nale only codifies
existing requirements and does not place new costs or obligations on
industry. At that time the Chairman indicated 'to the NRC Staff that there-

:

was another comment by the Electrical" Systems Subcommittee concerning

an interpretable designation of equipment involved. -The Staff indicated
they had narrowed the scope and included a typical list of systems and
components in Regulatory Guide 1.89.

i
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Mr. Bendet indicated that the Staff was not aware of the burden of this
,

Rule on the industry because value impact was not performed on the Rule

or on the codified guidelines. He suggested that the Staff present at
least one case study of a power plant with a list of equipment covered
by the Rule to demonstrate reasonable value impact. Dr. Johnston of
NRR promised to have the list to Mr. Bender before May 7,1982. Mr. Bender
also pointed out that without determining what equipment is affected and
how it's tested, that the Rule is premature. Mr. Ray advised the Staff
to reflect on Mr. Bender's comments.

Mr. Ray questioned the NRC Staff as to the proposed schedule for Regu-
latory Guide 1.89. The Staff stated that because of manpower difficulties
priorities were given to resolution of the comments on the proposed Rule.
The NRC Staff indicated that comments on the regulatory guide were voluminous and
would be resolved by the winter of 1982. Mr. Ray indicated that it would be desirable

to publish both the Rule and the Regulatory Guide concurrently. The Staff
| indicated that the public was aware of the Staff's opinion concerning

testing requirements and that this was the best they could do at this
time.

INDUSTRY COMMENTS

, Mr. W. Steigelmann of Synergic Resources Corporation stated that changes
were required to clarify definitions such as electrical equipment,
device, component, harsh environment, mild environment, and qualified
life. He also indicated that the Rule should be dropped because it did
not include seismic and dynamic qualification. He further stated that
the industry is usually uncertain as to future requirements concerning
this issue.

,

.

O

-
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Mr. P. Holzman representing the Utility Group on Equipment Qualification
stated that the Rule should make it clear that equipment already qualified -

under NUREG-0588, or the DOR Guidelines will not be required to be requali-
,~

fied under the Rule. He further indicated that this could be accomplished
by adding footnotes to the Rule indicating this. His inain concern was after
the Rule had been published and the " Statement of Consideration" had been

removed this would not be clear. The Staff stated that this information
belongs in Regulatory Guide 1.89. Other areas discussed by Mr. Holzman

were aging requirements and the feasibility of duplicating aging, replacing
equipment at the end of qualified life, acceptability of qualification by
analysis, the required equipment list, limit of Rule to safety-related
equipment in a hostile environment, and sequential testing for seismic
and LOCA. Significant comments were:

Aging methodology for complex equipment is not adequate-

for full life qualification. Therefore, codification of
this requirement will cause difficulty for industry.
Aging can be addressed in the Rule by defining specific-

aging mechanisms.

The NRC Staff says details on aging requirements belong-

in the Regulatory Guide.

Wording implied only testing would be acceptable by-

the Rule.

Some discussion was held concerning testing vs. qualification as terminology
in the Final Rule. Mr. Bender and Mr. Ray cautioned the Staff as to the use
of these terms in the Rule. It was indicated that qualification was the better
term because it included analysis. Mr. Ray suggested that the NRC Staff meet
with !!r. Holzman to discuss his views. The Staff agreed.

Mr. N. Shirley of General Electric stated that issuance of Regulatory
Guide 1.89 six months _after issuance of the Rule was a mistake. He indi-
cated that Industry has gone through quite a bit of agony trying to
determine what the NRC Staff requirements were on implementing equipment
qualification. He also stated that separation of seismic and dynamic
qualification from environmental was another mistake. He stated that

Industry is committed to IEEE-323 and 323 requires seismic qualification
and the seismic qualification guidance is not being provided.

|

~.
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Mr. A. Roby of the Atomic Industrial Forum indicated that the NRC Staff has

emphasized the role of testing to a point where other methods of qualification were
reduced to insignificance. He suggested that the Staff have a wider acceptance
of analysis in lieu of testing. Mr. Roby pointed out the expense involved
in preparing a central file list of Class 1E equipment located in a mild environment.
The Staff indicated that if identification documentation of this equipment
was adequate and not scattered in numerous distant locations, a central listing

~

was not necessary.

Mr. Ron Reeves of TVA expressed concerns about the Rule not being explicit
in terms of implementation on NT0Ls. Specifically, he expressed concern
over differences between the Rule and commitments made by NTOL applicants.

Dr. Johnston of the NRC Stsff indicated that there should not be differences. but that
there may be an interpretation problem. Also, the Rule did not state whether it
applied to this group of plants. Mr. Bender suggested that the Staff
clarify this.

Mr. Ray offered time to industry representatives at the full Connittee
meeting on May 7,1982. Malcom Philips requested time for the Nuclear
Utility Group on Equipment Qualification. Mr. Ray stated he would allow

them ten minutes.

ACRS COMMENTS

Mr. Ray stated that the consensus of the Subcommittee was that a letter

to Chairman Palladino could be written concerning the final Rule. Included
,

in the letter would be the Subcommittee's major concerns. These are:
Lack of synchronism between Regulatory Guide 1.89 and the final-

Rul e.

Deletion of the seismic qualification requirement from the final-

Rul e.

Application of the Rule to NT0Ls.-

.
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Mr. Ray invited comments from the ACRS consultants, Messrs. Lipinski and *

Davis. Mr. Davis expressed concern over the ambiguity associated with
defining eiactly what equipment is included. Dr. Lipinski indicated to
the NRC Staff that qualification by full testing on existing plants
would not be practical. He indicated it would have to be performed by
other methods such as analysis. The Subcommittee agreed.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.ra.

******************

NOTE: Additional meeting details can be obtained from a transcript of this
meeting available in the NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C., or can be purchased from Alderson Reporting Company.
Inc., 400 Virginia Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20024, (202) 554-2345.

.
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Advisory Comm!ttee on Reactor
Safegserda, Subcommittee on
Qualification Program for Safety De SubcornmiMu wW then hear.

Related Equ!pment; Meeting presentations by and hold discussions
with representatives of the NRC Staff.

De ACRS Subcommittee on their consultents, and other interested
Quahfication Program for Safety Related persons regering this review.
Equipment wG bold a meeting on May Further information regarding topics
5.1962. Room 7c2.1717 H Street. NW. to be dacussed. whether the meetingWe shington. DC. The Subcommittee will has been cance!!ed or rescheduled, thediscuss the proposed Enal version of the
rule 10 CFR 50 49 * Environmental

. Chairman's ruling on requesta for the
opportunity to present oral statements

Quahfaca tion of Electrical Equipment for
and the time a!!otted therefor can beNuclear Power P; ants", and time
obt..ned by a prepaid telephone call to

pe.~itting proposed rulemaking for the the cognizant Designated Federal
accre6:ation of qualification testing Employee. Dr. Richard Savio or Staff
orIanizations.

in accordance with the procedures Engineer Mr. Anthony Cappucci
*

F one 20 -434-3267) between ad5outhned in the Tederal Register on d 5 00 p.m EST.
September 30,1981 (46 TR 479031. oral or ,

.ve determined. In accordance withweten statementa may be presented by subsection 10(d)of the Federal Advisory
rnembers of the public, record.ngs will Cornmittee Act. that it sesy be necessary
be per:r.itted only during those portions to close portions of this pecting to
of the meeting when a transcript is being public attendance to protect proprietary
kept. and questions may be asked only information.ne authority for auch
by mer::bers of the Subcommittee.its closure is Exercption (4) to the Sunshine
consultants. and StaH. Persons desinng Act. 5 U.S.C. 552b(c)(4).
to male cra! statements should notify Dated April to.tes2.
the Designated Federal Employee as far.

in adsacce as practicable so that khn C. mpe. .

appropriate arrangementa can be made Advisory Comminee Management Officer.

to allow the necessary time during the g ,, , , ,

c:eeting for such statements. , , ,, , , , , , , ,

ne entire meeting will be open to
pub ic attendance except for those
sessions which wG be closed to protect

| proprietary informa tion (Sunshine Act
>

Exemptaon 4) One or more closed
sessions may be ne'cessary to discuss
such infor=ation.To the extent
practicable, these closed sessions will
be held se as to minirnize inconvenience
to members of the public in attendance.

ne agenda for eubject meeting shall
be as fe!1ows Wednesday May 5,
1982-4 30 a m. until the conclusion of
business.

Daring the initial portion of the
tnecting. the Subcommittee, along wtth
any ofits consultants who may be
present, may exchanEe.prelirninary
views regarding matters to be
considered during the balance of the
rneeting. N
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{PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR THE -

ACRS SUBC09.MITTEE MEETING ON THE QUALIFICATION
PROGRAM FOR SAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT -

WASHINGTON, D.C.,

MAY 5, 1982

:~

May 5. 1982
ESTIMATED TIME PRESENTATION TIME

I. Executive Session 15 Min. 8:30 - 8:45 am

II. Report by the NRC Staff

A. Background for develop- 15 Min. 8:45 - 9:00 am
ment of the final rule

B. Outline of the significant 15 Min. 9:00 - 9:15 am
technical issues

C. Analysis of the final rule 2 Hrs 9:15 - 11:15 am
by detailed discussion of
changes

***** BREAK ***** 15 Min. 11:15 - 11:30 am

D. Resolution of ACRS and 1 Hr. 11:30 - 12:30 pm
public comments

***** LUNCH ***** 1 Hr. 12:30 - 1:30 pm
i

III. Presentations by Members of the
Public and Industry

A. Synergic Resources Corporation 15 Min. 1:30 - 1:45 pm
- W. Steiglemann

i B. Nuclear Utility Grouo on 30 Min. 1:45 - 2:15 pm
'

Equipment Qualification /P. HoWO

C. General Electric 30 Min. . 2:15 - 2:45 pm
- Noel Shirley

t. A tF - A Roey

* * * * * BREAK * * * ** QCEVE.S
15 ".in 2M5 -3-09-pm-

p, t. TVA - R.
t. -

General Discussion and ACRS 40 9 .- 3:40 - 3:30 p= -
Com:nents

i

!
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e SAFETY REl.ATED: AS DEFlfED IN 10 ER 100, APiU0lX A

"THOSE STRUCERES, SYSTBS, OR C0f0 TENTS DESIGED TO REMI'N FLNCTimAL FOR TE SSE '

(ALSO TERED ' SAFETY FEAlllES') EESSARY TO ASSLRE EQUIRED SAFETY RJNCTimS, I.E.',:

(1) THE INTEGRITY OF TE REETE C00 LAW PESSURE BOUW/;

(2) TE CADAB5I.ITY TO SHUT DOM 1 THE EACTm A'O mlNTAIN IT IN A SAFE SHUIDOWN
C00lTI0fb m

(3) TE CAPABILITY TO PEVENT OR MITICATE TE CWSE0JENIS OF ACCIDBiTS WICH COULD

ESULT lti POIDTilAL OFF-SITE EXPOSURES C0tPAPABLE T0 l}E GUIDELitE EXPOSURES OF
THISPART."

e GoEPAL TESIGN mlTERIA FOR SAFETY-GPADE EQUIRe.7/ SYSTEMS

GDC 1 "QLRLITY STADADDS AND ECDDDS"-

~~

e OutITY GROUP A, B OR C. . . . . SRP 3.2.2. . . . 10 CFR 50.55A & R.'G.1.26

SRP 7.1/7.7. . . 10 ER 50.55ACH) IF-279

e QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRA% . . . SRP 17.1/2 . . . 10 CFR 50, APPENDIX B

GDC 2 "ISIGN BASB FOR PROTECTIm AGAIMST MATlRAL PH90BM"-

e SEISNC CATEGORY I . . . . . . . SRP 3.2.1 . . . .R.G.1.29
'

SRP 3.10 . . . . .R.G.1.100

e Fto0c PROTECTION . . . . . . . . SRP 2.4.10 . . . R.G. 1.59/1.102

e Wiro PROTECTION ........SRP3.3.1

e TORMD0 PROTECTION . . . . . . . SRP 3.3.2

GDO "FIE PROTECTIm-

o FIRE PROTECTION. . . . . . . . . SRP 9.5.1 . . . 10 CFR 50, APPENDIX R

GDC 4 "BMIME{ILA1)llSSS11.EIFllG!! BASES"-

e EtNIRMENTAL 0.nLIFICATION . . SRP 3.11. . . . '. DOR GUIDELINES NJEG-0588

PROPOSED RULE - EECT. Ni?R-

ttCH.

e MISSIts PROTECTION . . . . . . . SRP 3.5. . . . . .R.G.1.27,1.76,1.91,1.115 &
.

1.H7

e EFFECTS OF PIPE BREAKS . . . . . SRP 3.6.1/2. . . .R.'G.1,46

GD.C3 "SMRING T STRUCERESME dGP3ENTS-

. e SMRING. . . . . . . . . . . . . SRP-SEVERAL. . . .R.G. 1.6,1.75,1.81

_ ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ - .
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the limited secoly is available, on written recuest to the Office of

Administration, Document Management Branch, Washincton, DC 20555

Multiple comments were received pertaininc to the following technical

issues:
:-

(1) Inclusion of celd shutdown recuirements

(2) Ecuiement e eratinc in a mild environment

(3) Qualificatien efforts already undertaken and based en NRC/IE

Bulletin 79-01E/ DOR Guidelines and NUREG-0588

(4) Recuirement of maintaining a central cualificatien file.

(5) Consideration of time-decendent variation of relative humidity

(6) Acina "cualified life"

(7) Margins - Cerservat'sm stelied durino the de-ivatten cf e virc ments1

paramete's

(8) Acce:tance of analysis in ccm.binatien with cartial test data

restricted to ecuiemcnt eurchased orier to May 1980.

(9) Resubmittal cf justificatien of centinued coeration fer c:eratino

plants

(10) Exclusion of seismic and dynamic recuirements - secuence testing on a single

prototyce

Based on the comments received, the following substantive changes have been

incorsersted into the final rule:
.

(1) The recuirement to cualifv ecuicment needed to complete one oath of
,

__

achieving t.d maintaining a cold shutdewn condition. has been deleted.

f2) A new Section (f)(5) has been acced, covering the cualification of

ecuictent 1ccated in mild environments

8
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Federal Register / Vol. 47. No. 79 / Friday. April 23. 1982 / Notices
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Advisory Comm!ttee on Reactor
Safeguarde, Subcomm!ttee on
Qualltication Program for Safety The Subcommittee will then hear

.

Metated Equipment; Meeting Presentations by and hold discussions

The ACRS Subcommittee on with representatives of the NRC Staff.

Quahf>ca tion Program for Safety Related their consultants and otherinterested
Equipment wC bold a meeting on May persons regarding this review.

5.1962. Room 762.1717 H Street. NW. Further infor: cation regarding topics
Washington. DC The Subcommittee will to be discussed. whether the meeting
discuss the prcposed Enal version of the has been cancelled or rescheduled, the

rule 10 CTR 50 49. " Environmental Chairrnan's ruling on requesta for the

Quahfication of Electrical Equipment for opportunity to present oral statements
|

Nuclear Power Piants", and time and the time allotted therefor can be !

obtained by a prepaid telephone call topermitting proposed rulemaking for the
the cognizant Designated Federalaccredatation of qualiScation testing

ortsnizations. Employee. Dr. Richard Savio or Staff

In accordance with the procedures Ensineer.Mr. Anthony Cappucci
F ' one 202-434-3267) between 8:15

-

outlined in the Federal Register on
September 30.1981 (46 FR 479c3). oral or d 5 00 p.m EST.

'

.ve determined. In accordance withwntien statements may be presented by
members of the pubhc.recordangs will subsection 10|d)of the Federal Advisory

be permitted only during those portions Committee Act. that it may be necessary

of the meeting when a transcriptis being
to close portions of this meeting to

kept. and questiens may be asked only public attendance to protect proprietary
information.The authority for suchby members of the Subcommittee.its closure is Exereption (4) to the Sunshine

consultants and Staf. Persons desinng
Act. 5 U.S.C. 552b[c)(4).to make ora] atatemenis obould notify

the Designated Federal Employee as far Deted: April 1s. tea 2.--

in advance as practicable so that John C Hoyle.
.

appropriate arrangements can be made A dvisory Comit ee Managernent Ofpcer.
to allow the necessary time during the , , ,

meeting for such statements. ,m,,,,,,

The entire meeting will be open to
public attendance except for those

{ sessions which wG be closed to protect
picprietary informa tion (Sunshine Act
Exemption 4). One or more closed
sessions may be ne'cessary to discuss
such infor=ation.To the extent
practicable. these closed sessions will

, be held so as to minimize inconveniencel

to members of the public in attendance.
The agends for eubject meeting shall

be as follows Wednesday. May 5.
1952--4 30 a m. until the conclusion of
business.

During the Initial portion of the
meeting the Subcommittee, along with
any ofits consultants who may be
present may exchange. preliminary
views regarding matters to be
cnnsidered during the balance of the
meeting.

N

d

.
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ADVISORY COMMllTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS .

MEETING

hb
- , u 9.

pf vh N QM,y p-

ATTENDEES PLEASE SIGN BELOW

(PLEASE PRINT)
NAME , BADGE NO. AFFILIATION

1 C AM.f'Mu w E Jr son, sec-cas-ner x.w

2 h|ixrzr. A. S. B 030 ' AT&. - RES - Ofc - Ec8
"'"'"S"''""" ** *ef55%

3 70564I R. G .

4 r*P HA RR A L. L h u m Peu)m2- Cerf @ y

s M || Phil, os Deh mise //ik, >c,, '

'

N L- hL mad @fM J4%HI 36

7 CJfAi?tEs AbE8 Stove d WEBsrEE Gas. con

8 %k La Gv.wse_ Go295 rJRuotze/De /EaB
9 FRRtJ Cic AhnLevice R-Dolb A>ec JtiRe,/bsr

10 'EmA e d . 9/ DER 7EEDWE [d5/uf6Pa6 $!?vcEJ
~

'

11$60let "RcmIdae AldS

_12

13
.

14
I.

15 .

16
i

17
'

18|

I

19
,

.

20
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PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR THE

ACRS SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING ON THE QUALIFICATION {
-

.

~ PROGRAM FOR SAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT --

WASHINGTON, D.C.
MAY 5, 1982

: ~

May 5, 1982
ESTIMATED TIME PRESENTATION TIME

I. Executive Session 15 Min. 8:30 - 8:45 am'

II. Report by the NRC Staff

A. Background for develop- 15 Min. 8:45 - 9:00 am
ment of the final rule

B. Outline of the significant 15 Min. 9:00 - 9:15 am
technical issues

C. Analysis of the final rule 2 Hrs 9:15 - 11:15 am
by detailed discussion of
changes

***** BREAK ***** 15 Min. 11:15 - 11:30 am

D. Resolution of ACRS and 1 Hr. 11:30 - 12:30 pm
public comments

***** LUNCH ***** 1 Hr. 12:30 - 1:30 pm

111. Presentations by Members of the
Public and Industry

A. Synergic Resources Corporation 15 Min. 1:30 - 1:45 pm
- W. Steiglemann

B. Nuclear Utility Group on 30 Min. 1:45 - 2:15 pm
Equipment Qualification /P. Ho!zH40

C. General Electric 30 Min. 2:15 - 2:45 pm
- Noel Shirley

t. /\Tc t: - /\ . fboe y

***** BREAK *****QcEvu
_IE Mur. 2-45 -3 h

p, 2I. gg - R.
t.

General Discussion and ACRS 40 vta c- 3>00 - 3:30 pm -
Comments

.

,, n --
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Pl# FED ACT10'S IF1 ATED TO CDLD SRJTTTJN !EUJIfBOTTS,,

.

-

e COUlNLE IWlDBUATION OF BIP PSR 5-1 FOR NEW OLs AS APPROAD BY RRRC
.

e LEAVE RS 1.139 EV 0 IN PLACE

e REC 0tBC IRET101 T CD D SRJTIDfl E0J1RSO!TS FR31 PROPOSR) EQ RLILE

e CD' HINE RESOLIU1017 USI A-E

- EINITIATE SURVEY T SELETED ors TO DETEffilfE SRJID0hil C00Ll!E
CAoABlUTY A"D El.IABILITY AS A'PR7ED BY RRRC

- IEVELOP DR!TITATIVE ND QUAUTATIVE ACEPTRIE CRIT 91A FOR SRJIDOW
C00Ll!E RE0JIPSENTS FDR EXISTPE #D'RRUE PLAUS

- ASSESS ADEDUACY T EXISTifE PLA%TS' SHNil C00 lit 0 CAPABILITY A*J
EUA31LITY USI!G ACEPT#1E CRITERIA

IWL986 BACWIT OF t&' UCBGifE E0JIRBORS (IF E0JIED)
-

,

i

________ -_ - - -- - ----- -
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o'PSAFETY GDA T n
.
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e SAFETY GRADE = SAFETY E1ATED n v"
' e SAFETY RELATED: AS DEltED IN 10 ER 100,' APF90lX A |

"THOSE STRITURES, SYSTBS, OR CTP0tBUS DESIGtED TO RB%IN RfCTIGIAL FOR Tile SSE '

(ALSO TERWD ' SAFETY FEATUES') NEESSARY iD ASSLRE EQUIRED SAFETY RETIGG, l.E.',:

(1) THE INTEGRllY OF TE EET0R COOLANT PESSURE B0lfDR/;
~

(2) THE CADABILITY TO SHUT D0hN THE EXTm A'O f%INTAIN IT IN A SAFE SHJTDOWN'

C00lTlab CR

(3) THE CAPABILliY TO PEVENT OR MITIMTE TE CWSEQUENIS OF ECIDENTS WilCH COLLD :

ESULT lti POTD!TIAL OFF-SITE EXPOSURES C0FPAPABE TO THE GUIDELINE EXPOSURES OF

THIS PART."

e GE'EPAL IESIGN CRITERIA FOR SAFETY 4PADE EQUIRO.T/SYSTDE

GDC 1 "QtRLITY STRDADDS #O RECODDS"-

e OLnLITY GRCUP A, B OR C. . . . . SRP 3.2.2. . . . 10 ER 50.55A & R.'G. I'.26
~ ~

SRP 7.1/7.7'.' . . 10 ER 50.55ACH) IF-279

e QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM. . . . SRP 17.1/2 . . 10 CFR 50, APPENDIX 3

GDC 2 "ESIGN BASES FOR PROTECTIm AGAIMST tMTlRAL PHEtDBM"-

e SEISMIC CATEGORY l . . . . . . . SRP 3.2.1 . . . .R.G. 1.29
SRP3.10.....R.G.1.100

e Flooa PROTECTION . . . . . . . . SRP 2.4.10 . . . .R.G. 1.59/1.102

e WIND PROTECTION ........SRP3.3.1

| e TORMD0 PROTECTION . . . . . . . SRP 3.3.2

| GDC_3 "FIE PROTECTIM
~

-

\

l e FIRE PROTECTION. . . . . . . . . SRP 9.5.1 . . . 10 CF'l 50, APPENDIX R

GDC 4 "BNIfDIEhTAL #9 MISS11EIESJGM BASES"-

o EWIR7miTAL OLMLIFICATION. . . SRP 3.11. . . '. DOR GUIDELINES NJREG-0588
,

PaoPOSED RULE - ELECT. A'FR-
|

| ttCH.

| e MISSILE Pa0TECTION . . . . . . . SRP 3.5. . . . . .R.G.1.27,1.75,1.91,1.H5 &
! 1.117

e EFTECTS OF PIPE BREAKS . . . . . SRP 3.6.1/2. . . .R.'G 1.46

GDC_5 "SPARl!EIE_SEUC]lBES,__SYSJBD CRElBIIS.C
-

! . e SMRING. . . . . . . . . . . . . SRP-SEVERAL. . . R.G. 1.6,1.75,1,81..
.

-

__ __- _. _ . .
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the limited supply is available, on written recuest to the Office of .

Administration, Document Management Branch, Washington, DC 20555

Multiple comments were received pertainino to the following technical

issues:.

(1) Inclusion of cold shutdown recuirements

(2) Ecuiement eeeratino in a mild environment

(3) Qualificatien efforts already undertaken and based on NRC/IE

Bulletin 79-01B/00R Guidelir.es and NUREG-0588

(4) Recuirement of maintainino a central cualificatien file.

(5) Consideration of time-decendent variation of relative huroidity
(6) Agino "cualified life"

(7) Margins - Ceaservat'sm a:: lied durino -re de-ivation cf enviro. mental

paramete-s

(8) A:ceptance of analysis in combination with cartial test data

restricted to ecuipment ourchased erior to May 1980.

(9) Resubmittal of justificatien of centinued eeeration for c erating
plants

(10) Exclusion of seismic and dynamic recuirements - secuence testine on a single

prototyee

Based on the comments received the following substantive changes have been

incorcorated into the final rule:
.

(1) The recuirement to cualify ecuiceent needed to cceplete one oath of

achieving and maintaining a cold shutd wn cor.dition, has been deleted.

f2) A new Section (f)(5) has been acced, covering the cualification of

eouiement located in mild envirer.ments

. B

._ . _ _ _ . _ .


